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Degrassi High Lied To Us. 
Remember that scene in The Christmas Story with the kid locked up in his bathroom madly decoding Little Orphan Annie's secret message 
via a 1940's radio broadcast? Do you remember how deflated he was when the message turned out to be the corporate shill of "drink more 
~~ . 
On a recent aimless evening, I found myself watching an ·episode of "Degrassi The Next Generation - Better Hair, Same Acne" or what-
ever the official uninspired moniker of the show is. My unexpected viewing of this program launched me head-on into an unwanted blast 
from the past that harkened me back to the Christmas Story-like disillusion I once suffered at the hand of this misleading show back in the 
late 80's. 
Now fll be the first to admit that in my youth, attending Degrassi seemed like it would be a good ol' time. I wished I could jam in the Zit 
Remedy and partake in youthful hi-jinx with Wheels, Snake and Joey. And hot damn did I ever have a crush on Melanie Brody, eating disorder 
or not. Boy did that girly slumber party go wrong that time when they told each other all of their secrets! 
But I digress. Youthful folly aside, there is an inherent misttuth represented on the original program. Thanks to the misguided morality of 
this show, I grew up to believe that if a girl has sex, she will get pregnant, if you tty drugs, you will fall off a bridge, if you protest anything, 
you're going to be arrested and if you drink and drive you will accidentally kill someone. (Compiled from the plotlines of actual episodes). 
Further to that last point, and based on a previous episode, you might not even get a chance to drink and drive since it's apparently so easy to 
get alcohol poisoning (Which then requires a rather unplea5andy presented stomach pump). 
In short, I learned to be scared of life thanks to this show. The faux morality imparted in each episode was so thick you could butter 
bread with it. Imagine my surprise when I discovered one can in point of fact get away with a heap of bad behavior without ruining your life, 
losing ratings and/ or falling off of any bridges. 
Not that I am advocating any of the above mentioned chicanery. But my point is that basic morality isn't something you need to be 
scared into. And I resent you Mr. Joey Jeremiah, and the kingdom of lies that filled the suburban living rooms of Degrassi Street. I see the 
truth now. And your latent onset male pattern baldness serves you right! 
Trevor Hargreaves 
Editor In Chief 
MAILBAG 
...................... Colleges Make Kids Go Crazy 
liliOo-rnntiP·ct Poni," OP Contributor 
the only one alarmed at the overpop-
at the College this semester? I am 
the number of students has directly 
• ffec:ted my daily life in a negative way. I see 
situation as an emergency that needs to 
addressed immediately. 
I would like to start by explaining that 
basic hygiene needs are not being met. I 
unable to perform my necessary bodily 
IJ.l.nctlOrls when I want at the college. This is 
•~Lrtlcularlly frustrating for me, because it 
not allow me time to get water before 
This is due to lack of vacant facilities. 
I feel this is a medical hazard to my self 
others. I often find myself wondering 
worse, peeing my pants in lecture, or 
that dry parched mouth. 
I suffer .each day with trials of this 
I'm starting to think it may be neces-
to wear an armored suit to protect me 
the endless sea of bodies that born-
me from each dfrection, as I make my 
to and from class. I get slammed and 
tossed around to no end. 
At lunch time I am always racing to the 
cafeteria, trying to fight my way through the 
brutes, just to get a nibble of food. The sav-
age beasts have alw~ys wiped the cafeteria 
clean. No good food is left for the slow and 
wounded; if I'm lucky, I get a bun. 
r must also make mention of the traffic. 
Why am I always in line to park at a school 
where I pay them to come inside? I am puz-
zled beyond belief; how can it be that there 
is never a spot available to park? 
I have now resorted to actions that are 
prohibited by law. Some of which could 
result in getting my vehicle impounded. 
I am not a bad person. I am patient and 
understanding. However, this all feels threat-
ening to my well-being. I can hardly func-
tion like this. While counting the endless 
waves of bodies, I sometimes wonder if this 
is a scientific experiment. 
I need my space, food, water, and facili-
ties available most of the time. That is not 
too much to ask. 
I do not want to bargain to use a com-
puter in the library, but the other day I trad-
ed a Snickers-for use of one, because there 
was not one computer unoccupied and I 
needed to use one. I wept a wee bit when 
my Snickers was not there mid-lecture. 
Quite frankly I have nightmares about 
that bank machine lineup. But worst thing 
about it is the order my items are dispensed 
back to me. It should not be money, receipt 
and then card; it should always be card, 
receipt, money! I hate that machine, and line 
up it creates is my arch-enemy. 
The point is, I'm offended, I feel violat-
ed, and sometimes my feelings are hurt. I 
believe I have exhausted this issue but I do 
feel better now all this has been said. 
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NEWS 
Students FOOl the Heat 
as Midterms Hit Douglas 
College 
Nicole Burton, OP News Editor 
October is the month of midterms, and a 
time for intensive studying at any post sec-
ondary institution. At Douglas, students are 
feeling the weight of an increased workload 
this month, whether they are full-time or 
part-time working while in school. 
Amid the dropping temperatures and 
increasingly sick-and-contagious classmates, 
workload for all classes is going up. The time 
has come for all students to pick up their 
own methods for maximizing study-time and 
minimizing stress. As they pop the Excedrin 
and cold-fighting DayQuil, students are also 
slinging back more coffee and energy 
drinks-and cutting more corners out of 
their personal time in order to cram. 
Sandy is a psychiatric nursing student with 
a full course load of five classes. She says, . 
"Honestly, right now it just feels like I have 
no life. I had three exams last Tuesday and I 
have two coming up this Tuesday 
(Halloween) and Thursday." 
Sandy says that she works out regularly to 
help herself relax. But during exam time, her 
usual routine of relieving stress won't work-
either she's too focused on school or can't 
find the time to do her usual activities. 
"When I'm not as busy and I go to the 
gym, I feel relieved. I can spend a couple of 
hours just working out, and I feel like I'm 
cleansing myself," she said. "But right now I 
barely have any time-I think I'd really bene-
fit from going just to relax, but there's no way 
I can fit it into my schedule." 
_ Ashlin is a part-time student who works 
at an accounting firm when not in class. She 
says that even though she only has one 
English class this semester, the pressure is 
still on. 
"Our prof. understands that this is the 
time we need to be studying, so she puts it on 
us!" she said. 
"To be honest, I don't plan for it very 
well," she says, laughing. When asked how 
she copes with the stress, Ashlin suggests that 
going for walks is a good way to clear your 
mind and let off some steam. 
Most Douglas students who were asked 
answered that they relieve stress either by 
working out at the gym spending time with 
friends, or by going out on the weekends to 
movie theatres and concerts. 
However, others say they will simply face 
the stress as a natural part of student life-
hectic and unavoidable. 
Aly Virani is a Business student taking 
four courses this semester. He says each of 
his midterms-all happening in the next 
week-will account for between 35% and 
45% of his grade. But when asked how he 
deals with the pressure, he says it's impossible 
to escape. 
"Am I stressed out? Yeah I am. It requires 
basically all of my attention if I'm wanting to 
get a good grade this year." 
''But there isn't really any way to relax," 
he argues. "Stress is just a part of it a!!· The 
best thing to do when you're pressed for time 
and you can't think you can do it, i~ just to 
ignore the stress." 
Aly says that for him, the best way to • 
study is away from the noisy study groups 
and open areas on campus. He goes up to 
SFU, where study areas are open 24 hours a 
day, and works in the tranqv.iJity of complete 
silence. · 
"Honestly, it's the best place to go. It's 
only 10 minutes from here on the Skytrain, 
and a 15 minute bus ride. I just go up there 
for my all-nighter's-study 'til morning, sling 
· back a couple of energy drinks, head to class, 
write my exam, and then take a nap." 
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YOU WRITE WHAT 
YOU'RE TOLD! 
Media 
Democracy. 
Day Provides 
Challenges, 
Hope 
lain W. Reeve, Assistant Editor 
The 6th Aruiual Media Democracy Day took 
place last Thursday, with a major event taking 
place at SFU's downto~ Harbour Centre 
campus. The event, organised by SFU com-
munications students and sponsored by the 
Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, 
Necessary Voices, and the SFU 
Communications Department amongst oth-
ers. Speakers included The Tyee editor David 
Beers, Bob Hacket and Bill Carroll, profes-
sors and co-authors of the new book 
Remaking Media: the Struggle to Democratize 
Public Comm11nication, and freelance writer 
Debo,rah Campbell. 
The four speakers, each in their own way, 
addressed issues relating to media democracy 
and diversity. All noted the almost unparal-
leled level of media concentration in 
Vancouver, noting that the majority of our 
news sources, including the S11n, the Province, 
the National Post, and the Metro, are all owned 
by the same company, CanWest Global, who 
also own Vancouver's most popular TV news 
broadcast, Global News. The speakers 
touched on strategies, principles, and realities 
for those trying to build a more democratic, 
representative media. 
Beers, founded and chief editor of the up 
start online publication The Tjee, pointed out 
the inherent bias of corporate news. He stat-
ed that corporate owned media will always 
represent a particular set of values, this is not 
necessarily their fault but it is inherent in the 
system. He does not want to eliminate cor-
porate news, but says that media sources 
which draw funds from different places are 
necessary in order to create a truly 
media landscape. 
Bob Hackett added to this, noting tha 
the ever-expanding desire for market shar 
will lead corporate media sources to focu 
strategies that will sell newspapers, rather 
than on quality, responsible reporting. Thi 
leads to an overwhelming flow of "info-t2 
ment" and "fear mongering" news, made 
make us feel constantly threatened. 
Campbell, who has worked for both c 
porate and independent media, the "belly 
both beasts" as she put it, noted that the 
worst Can West bashing comes not from 
indie media, but frotn employees of the 
media giant. She says she constantly hear 
stories from embattled reporters who are 
unable to do the stories they truly feel the 
should, constrained by a need to not rna 
the only major employer in town blacklis 
them. She does, however, criticize such 
reporters for backing down the second 
someone threatens their paycheque, sa · 
that reporters in other parts of the world 
such ~s Iran where she has spent much · 
face threats to their safety on a daily bus· 
to deliver the truth. 
UVIC professor of sociology Bill C 
spoke of the sheer numbers of alternati 
media outlets which exist, he also pointe 
the number of activists seeking media 
democracy in Vancouver alone. He emp 
. sized that in the research he did for his I) 
he found that very few media activists c 
sider themselves exclusively such, that th 
see media reform as an absolutely essentl 
part of any social movement. Media acti 
is the gateway to any other form of acti 
• he insisted. 
The most important message of the t 
was one which called for small media p 
ors to band together, to gain mutually fr 
support in numbers. Making it harder, as 
Beers put it, "to pick off little guys one 
one" whenever the opportunity arose. TI 
night presented challenges, successes, an , 
gave hope and concern, trying to impart 
sense of control over the future in the a~ 
ence. Time will tell if talk leads to actio 
(CUP)-With no mass and 
energy, photons, the particles of which 
is composed; are the fastest things 
travelling almost 300,000 kilometres 
second. They're able to carry massive 
of information across huge dis- · 
racing through cables made of glass. 
In the future, our personal computers 
use photons to process and move infor-
at impressive speeds. 
The concept of a computer that runs on 
is often called an "all-optical comput-
and the advantages over today's electron-
.... v~Lcu•~ could be significant. 
Mark Summers, an electrical and comput-
letlglllee:nn.g graduate student at the 
lmrer~ntv of Alberta, is working in a field 
photonics: the technology concerned 
the moving and storing of information 
light. His work could one day lead to 
tnJputers that run on photons, replacing 
electrons that today's computers depend 
"The photon can be thought of as an 
information carrier, superior to the 
in terms of transmitting data," 
said. "In optics, you overcome the 
associated with heat dissipation, 
you can fit a lot more information at 
wavelengths in the same amount 
space." 
Performance in today's electronic com-
is pushed to higher limits by cram-
as many componeats as possible onto 
t:u,crc)chLl.p. The more pieces you can get on· 
the more operations you can perform 
second. 
Electrons, however, like their personal 
and if this space is compromised they 
fighting for territory, which can make 
too hot and cause circuits to fail. 
on the other hand, don't mind each 
company. 
Still, getting a computer to run on pho-
would be a little trickier than simply 
flashes of light down a tube. The 
must be controlled the way today's 
JllJJUt.crs control electricity. 
Inside your personal computer are minia-
on/ off switches-called transistors-
control the flow of electrons by only 
those with certain energies to move. 
other energies fall -into a "gap" and 
allowed to pass through to other areas 
the machine. 
Just as humans use a sequence of sounds 
newseditor@gmail.com 
to communicate with one another, transis-
tors use a sequence of ones and zeros: "on" 
represented by one and "off" represented by 
zero. A bunch of these devices "talking" to 
one another is what allows a computer to be 
able to generate a picture or spellcheck an 
essay for you. 
A key step towards making a computer 
that runs on light, then, will be developing a 
material that has a gap for photons instead 
of electrons. 
In nature, highly ordered patterns in the 
translucent wings of certain insects cause 
parts of the sun's white light to be filtered 
out. The remaining energies are scattered 
back to our eyes, which we see as a display 
of vibrant colours. 
Summers is fabricating what are known 
as photonic crystals. These structures are 
also highly ordered and possess a gap where 
certain energies of light are unable to propa-
gate through the material. 
Using a process called glancing angle 
deposition (GLAD), Summers fashions these 
materials out of silicon. The technique uses 
a beam of high-energy electrons to transfer 
silicon atoms to a flat surface at an oblique 
angle, forming a highly ordered structure. 
"The process grows isolated columns 
which look like a field of grass," Summers 
said. "We use complex computer-controlled 
substrate motion algorithms to nano-engi-
neer a complicated three-dimensional archi-
tecture inside the columnar film." 
In other words, a fair amount of theory 
and computation would be needed to get the 
final structure just right. 
Summers believes that if an all-optical 
computer is possible, it will be realized in 
three separate stages. 
''The first stage will involve integrating 
optical interconnects between the various 
chips inside a computer increasing the band-
width between the devices," he said. ''The 
next stage is to integrate microelectronic cir-
cuits with microphotonic circuits, and the 
final stage will be everything optical, all the 
way to the human interface." 
In the near future, photonic crystals will 
most likely be used for simple applications 
such as frequency filters or light-directing 
devices. However, an all-optical computer is 
the ultimate dream for many. Only time will 
tell if the idea remains solely in the realm of 
imagination, or eventually finds itself in the 
hands of everyday users. 
Quebec Student Group 
Calls for Zero Tuition 
Jeremy Delman, CUP Qu~bec Bureau Chief 
MONTREAL (CUP)-Quebec's progressive 
student group is mobilizing for what they 
believe will be a pivotal year in their struggle 
to make postsecondary education free. 
L' Association pour une Solidarite Syndicale 
Etudiante (ASSE) held their fall general 
assembly Oct. 14. The 14 member unions 
devised an action plan to pressure the provin-
cial government to defreeze, and ultimately, 
eliminate tuition. 
The group will continue its trademark 
practice of escalating tactics, said Jaouad 
Laaroussi, an ASSE spokesperson. 
'We'll start with a petition campaign and 
then we'll mobilize for demonstrations, and 
then go from there," Laaroussi said. 
ASSE spearheaded the 2005 student strike 
that forced the provincial government to back 
down from enacting cuts to the bursaries and 
loans program. During the strike, ASSE mem-
bers carried out more radical initiatives, like 
blocking a Montreal bridge, to apply economic 
pressure. 
When most students, under the direction 
of ASSE's more moderate rival, la Federation 
Etudiante Universitaire du Quebec (FEUQ), 
stopped striking once the cuts were reversed, 
ASSE members continued calling for the 
"restructuring'' of post-secondary education. 
Now that ASSE's membership has swelled 
to 30,000--still small compared to FEUQ's 
140,000--and a provincial election is on the 
horizon, the progressive group is eager to get 
its message out. 
'We need to highlight that free education 
doesn't necessarily mean poor education," said 
Rafael Turbide, an-executive at l'Universite de 
Quebec a Montreal's social science faculty, one 
of ASSE's bigger members. "It's clear that 
making education free will require a massive 
re-investment on the part of the government." 
The extra money the gove~nment would 
need to make up for the lost tuition fees 
would come from an increase in corporate 
taxes, Laaroussi explained. 
Though ASSE will continue to choose big 
campaigns focused on single issues instead of 
the more traditional government lobbying that 
other student associations, including la FEUQ, 
tend to prefer, the group maintains that they 
have matured since 2005. 
For one, pressure tactics carried out on 
behalf of the organization will be chosen by 
general assembly rather than by individuals. In 
the past, ASSE members acting on their own 
have spontaneously directed policy, as in the 
case of the bridge blockade. 
"It's still very much a grassroots organiza-
tion, it's just that they want everything t~ go 
by general assembly," said Philome La France, 
a member of the Grassroots Association for 
Student Power, an affiliate of ASSE's. 
La France said that ASSE has also struck a 
media committee to improve its coverage in 
the press-a big move for a group that largely 
avoided contact with mainstream reporters 
during the 2005 strike. 
s. 
OPINIONS 
Farsi Farce 
quoting the late Ayatollah . 
Khomeini who said that "this 
regime occupying Jerusalem must 
vanish from the page of time," 
just as the Shah's regime in Iran 
had vanished. 
Julian Worker, OP Contributor 
On 26th October, 2005, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, President of 
Iran, gave a speech preceding the annual Qods Oerusalem) 
rally in Tehran. This rally has been held since the 197~ revolu-
tion when Ayatollah Khomeini declared that the last Friday of 
the Muslim month of ~amadan should be celebrated as a day 
of solidarity with the Palestinian people. In his speech 
Ahmadinejad was reported saying that Israel must be "wiped 
off the map." 
CNN reported that thousands of Iranians "staged anti-
Israel protests across the country, and repeated calls by their 
ultraconservative president demanding the Jewish state's 
destruction." Open Democracy (www.opendemocracy.com) 
said that "Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, Iran's new president, has 
called for the extinction of Israel," and the Federation of 
Zionist Youth website (www.fzy.org.uk) declared that 
'Ahmadinejad told an audience in Tehran that 'Israel must be 
wiped off the map.' 
There is only one problem; Ahmadinejad never made this 
statement. He was mistranslated. The Iranian president was 
Most of us are all too aware of what it's like to live in finan-
cial debt, but what about ecological debt? 
On October 9th, according to the Global Footprint 
Network, humanity went into ecological debt for the year, 
where demand for resources and the production of waste out--
paced the planet's capacity to produce new resources and 
absorb those wastes. In other words, we ceased to live off the 
ecological services provided by the planet and started con-
suming the ecosystems themselves. 
The date is merely symbolic, as in reality human con-
sumption of resources and production of waste is highly var-
ied across the planet. In some areas, we're already going into 
debt at the stroke of midnight on New Year's Day. Other 
areas, however, are far less exploited and we may never reach 
those particular ecosystems' ecological limits during the year. 
So, ecological debt is more of a global average, based on 
the "ecological footprint" concept, conceived by Bill Rees and 
Mathis Wackernagel at the University of British Columbia. 
The footprint concept is easy to visualize and helps us under-
stand and compare our rate of resource consumption. 
Canadians' ecological footprint, for example, is huge. If every-
one on Earth consumed as many resources and generated as 
much waste as Canadians do, we'd need the equivalent of 
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This accurate translation was 
obtained from the website of 
Professor Juan Cole, Professor of 
History at the University of 
Michigan. Ahmadinejad was not 
making a military threat. He was 
calling for an end to the occupa-
tion of Jerusalem at some time in 
the future. 
Of course, the propaganda 
damage was done. Some western . 
politicians even bracketed the 
Iranian president with Hitler. At 
the convention of the American 
Israel Public Mfairs Committee, a powerful lobby group, huge 
screens switched between pictures of Ahmadinejad arrd a 
ranting Adolf. 
It was only in June 2006, after The Guardian newspaper in 
the UK gave prominence to the mistranslation, that the New 
York Times, one of the first papers to misquote Ahmadinejad, 
attempted to justify its reporter's original "wiped off the map" 
translation. In the face of The Guardian's continuing coverage 
of the mistranslation, the New York Times finally had to 
admit that a mistake had been made in its translation. 
The BBC monitoring service had their original version of 
the Ahmadinejad quote as "eliminated from the map of the 
world". When the BBC went back to the native Farsi-speakers 
who had translated the original speech from a voice recording 
made available by Iranian TV ·on October 29, 2005, those 
same translators, with more time to reflect, said that the trans-
lation should be "eliminated from the page of history." 
The version of Ahmadinejad's speech put out by MEMRI, 
nearly five more planets! 
Ecological debt is similar, as it also helps us understand 
how human activities are affecting the planet and the services 
it provides to us. The concept requires us to look at these 
services as if they are sorts of paycheques. If we live off our 
income, we're doing fine-that's sustainability. But when we 
start living beyond our means, just -as we would with our 
finances, we go into debt and we may end up in trouble. 
Global warming is one example of that kind of trouble. 
The Global Footprint ~etwork calculates that the first 
ecological debt. day occurred in 1987, on approximately 
December 19. But every year since, it has been getting earlier 
and earlier, as our rate of consumption has increased. What 
happens if we break the bank? Well, it certainly would be 
problematic for our species, as the planet could simply no 
longer provide all the services we need and absorb all the 
wastes we create. Our population would then have to shrink 
down to a level that was sustainable with whatever functioning 
ecosystems we had left. -
Although we often talk as though we should reduce our 
impact on the planet to protect nature, it's actually much more 
about protecting ourselves. As pointed out in an excellent 
recent article in New Scientist magazine (available free online), 
(Middle East Media Research Institute) based on the Farsi t 
released by the official Iranian Students News Agency says, 
"This regime that is occupying Qods Oerusalem) must be 
eliminated from the pages of history." MEMRI was founde 
by Colonel Yigal Carmon, who spent 22 years in Israeli mili 
tary intelligence. MEMRI's intent is to find the worst possib 
quotes from the Muslim world and disseminate them as wid 
ly as possible. On this occasion they provi~ed an accurate 
translation. 
This is the most startling fact about the mistranslation 
affair. MEMRI, which has been criticized for distorting the 
meanings of Arabic and Farsi speeches, actually provided a 
_correct translation, whereas the BBC, The New York Times 
CNN, ~nd a host of respected websites all mistranslated or 
used mistranslations of Ahmadinejad's speech. 
Mistranslations like this one do matter. Within days of 
Ahmadinejad speech the then Israeli prime minister, Ariel 
Sharon, was calling for Iran to be expelled from the United 
Nations. The United States piled pressure on its allies to be 
tough with Iran, particularly in relation to Iran's nuclear 
tions; even though privately hawkish US politicians admit it 
will be years before Iran could acquire a bomb, let alone 
means to deliver it. 
Don't get the wrong impression though; Ahmadinejad 
undeniably an opponent of the regime in Israel. His 
within Iran rests on his willingness to challenge Isreal and 
us. 
His campaign promised some populist reforms, but 
on workers and a crackdown on political opponents sent 
popularity plunging. This popularity only returned when he 
started talking critically about the US occupation of Iraq 
Israel's attempted invasion of Lebanon. 
Why mention all this? Well, Ramadan started on 
September 23rd_ Soon, the Qods rally will take place in 
Tehran. Should any volatile quotations be attributed to 
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad by the media, try to find an 
translation before reacting to what h~ has said. 
nature would get along quite well without us. If humans 
to go ecologically bankrupt and die off as a species, nature 
would no doubt spring back. 
Human beings may have pe;manently altered some 
<:_cosystems, but life on Earth is remarkably tenacious. 
people around, wooden structures in our cities would start 
decay almost immediately, and plants pushing their way 
cracks would gradually overtake concrete, turning ~u''""''J.il''"' 
suburbs into forests and prairies once again. Over-fished 
would rebound with life. Many species currently on the 
would flourish. Our oceans would gradually absorb the 
bon dioxide we've pumped into the atmosphere. Even 
waste would gradually decay. As the author points out, 
visitors to Earth 100,000 years after our demise would see 
obvious signs of what we once were. 
It's sad to think that all we have created on Earth 
in evolutionary terms, disappear in the blirik of an eye. 
would go on, but the remarkable story of a unique bipedal 
species would come to an end. A humbling thought, and a 
compelling reason to stay out of debt. 
Don't Blame or Shame, it's Inane 
phoned them, but it's very likely it was someone in the bar. 
As it turns out, the kid that got stabbed was under age. He had been hiding in the smoke 
room the whole fucking time. Shit. 
Foolishly, I had figured since John was having a drink with these fellows, he would have 
told me if one of them looked underage to him. I also assumed that when they started grab-
bing their beers before I had taken the caps off, that John would have made sure that they 
would twist them off promptly. This was not the case. 
The good news is, the cops decided not to fine the bar. The bad news is, they decided to 
write a warning ticket. I suppose that's the prudent thing to do if you're a police officer, but it 
may still cost me my job. 
My manager likes me a lot and~ keep me on if he can, but the owner does react well to 
this sort of thing. Even if I get to keep my job, I may likely lose my bartending shift, which 
would be a blow monetarily, especially since I only work there 2 nights per week, and porters 
make shit for tips. Also, it would also be damaging on an emotional level to be downgraded 
after working so hard to get up to b.ar in the first place. 
a young person trying to make your way in the world is tough business; it takes a lot of 
and perseverance. So, it can be extremely discouraging when you get punished for mak-
an honest mistake. 
Why am I, the little guy, at the epicenter of this shit storm? The bar is trying to turn a 
profit, by having only one staff member on at a time, the cops are trying to do their job thor- · 
oughly, so they can feel validation, and John isn't volunteering to accept his share of responsi-
bility for what happened, because he doesn't want his job put in jeopardy. 
People feel that when something goes wrong that someone needs to be punished, even if a 
lesson has been learned. That way, they can instill the fear of making a mistake, which will not 
only insure that the lesson is learned, but also that the person who screwed up will feel bad 
because they made a mistake. 
For enterprising young men such as myself, life is a constant balancing act between school, 
l:>tne·work, regular work, social obligations, keeping up to date on current events, engaging 
in an artistic pursuit to justify it all, and doing something mindless once in a while to 
the pressure down. 
I do the best I can. I try to do my work to the best of my ability, please others, and when 
all possible, I try to please myself. Again, it's a balancing act, especially when you're trying to 
everyone at once. 
To me this makes no sense. If I make a mistake, I want to make it right. I want to make 
sure everyone involved is appeased, (if at all possible) and some sort of solution is .reached. I 
don't need any more motivation than the feeling I get when I've fixed something that has gone 
awry. I'm not against anyone. I want everyone to be happy. I don't need to be chastised. 
Sometimes, despite my best efforts, I screw up. For the most part, I'm ok with that; after 
as long as I learn, I will make mistakes. Unfortunately, not every one sees it the same way, 
•~-''-'-•=Y people in authoritative positions. 
Unfortunately, the cops felt like they had to do something. From what little that I talked to 
them, they seemed to empathize with me. After telling them this was my fifth bartending shift 
ever, the cops told me that he understands, and that it's more my manager's fault for not train-
ing me correctly. He went on to tell me that checking ID is more important for a bartender 
than serving drinks. Well, buddy, my manager isn't going to take a hit for this, it's going to be 
me, and I might just lose my job. Also, if I didn't pour any drinks, there would be no reason to 
Last Sunday, I was tending bar at my job downtown. Some hip gangster wannabes showed 
and ordered some drinks. They seemed a little cocky, but they were nice enough to me, so I 
them. · ID anyone, would there? 
They went on their merry little way to the smoking room, beyond my sight or casual range 
hearing. They took with them the other bartender (we'll call him "John'') that had just got-
off shift, so I figured he would keep an eye on them. 
Unbeknownst to me, one of them had stabbed the other, earlier in the day. For some rea-
he decided to wave around the knife and brag about it. Eventually, John informed me of 
we decided it would be a good idea to phone up our manager and get the number for one 
I admit I made a mistake; I should have gone into the smoke room and asked for every-
one's ID. It was a bad judgment call on my part, but I thought I could place more faith in 
John. But then, to be fair, I think John was afraid of asking them for ID. After all, they were all 
being loud and cocky, and one of them was waving around a knife. If he stabbed his friend, 
why wouldn't he stab John? 
the bouncers. 
While still on the phone with my manager, the cops showed up. I have no idea who had 
Well, whatever happens, happens. All I can do it wait, cross my fingers, and hope that when 
the pub's millionaire owner hears about this he will have a bit of empathy for a struggling stu-
dent. I'm definitely not banking on it, but I really hope he will. 
This Week in 
OP History 
J.J. McCullough, OP Contributor 
inionsubm it@hotmai l.com 
I forgot to take a new volume from the Other Press 
archives home, so this week we'll again be looking at the 
year 1982. Specifically, issue 5, volume 13; October 28 to 
November 14. 
Top retro headline: "Diamonds Aren't Forever" 
In the old days- as was the case with most college news-
papers of the time- the OP would routinely run full-page 
editorials that dramatically stated the paper's "position" 
on some hot-button political issue of the day. Activism 
was very trendy, and the Other Press tried to set a posi-
tive example to other students through its opinions and 
actions. 
In this issue, the OP's lead editorial announces that the 
paper has boldly refused to publish any advertisements 
from the DeBeers diamond corporation. We are not a 
bunch of "unprincipled profiteers" the column states, 
and though the DeBeers' ads may pay well, the OP has to 
draw the line of morality somewhere. 
Why the opposition? Well, DeBeers was (and still is) a 
South African-based company, and back in the 1980's 
South Africa was still ruled by the infamous apartheid 
regime, in which a small elite of white country-dub types 
lorded all wealth and political power over an impover-
ished black majority. 
"Your average mine worker gets 800 rands per month in 
salary," the paper notes. "Whites, that is. Blacks, who 
make up most of the mining workforce, only get 148. Do 
you want your student paper running on money that was 
made by enslaving 20 million people for the colour of 
their skin?" In case there was any lingering ambiguity, the 
author simplifies the matter even further: "Purchasing a 
diamond supports apartheid." 
But not everyone seemed to agree that was necessarily a 
bad thing. At the bottom of the page the OP was nice 
enough to grant a few paragraphs of room for a rebuttal 
by Warren Laine. Mr. Laine doesn't have much time for 
touchy-feely moralizing. "I think it was Machiavelli who 
said that morality has no place in politics and quest for 
power; so is the same in business," he writes. "Go ahead 
Other Press, boycott DeBeers; in doirig so you only 
naively assume that DeBeers will give a damn!" 
Yet the fact remains that a mere 12 years after the OP's 
DeBeers boycott was announced, apartheid was abolished 
in South Africa. It can't just be a co-incidence. 
Bottom retro headline: "Registration Up Slightly." 
7 
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FEATURES -
Global Warming in Real-Time 
Travis Paterson, OP Features Editor 
For reasons as backwards as the producers of Fox 
News, the booming demand for uranium as a world-
wide phenomenon is only now beginning to .receive 
media attention. Though the 'N' word continues to be 
a controversial topic in North American media, the 
potential of nuclear power as an energy resource has 
created an international stir on many fronts. 
While activist groups continue to fight against the 
construction of nuclear plants, support for nuclear 
power has been documented from many surprising 
sources, mainly citing its value as a temporary solution 
to the energy crisis. Oil and coal are the greater con-
tributers to greenhouse gas emissions, and though oil 
' is will run out, theories suggest the switch from oil to 
alternatives will take 25-50 years in the westernized 
countries alone. The search for alternative energies is 
slow, and wind and solar options yield little potential 
in the grand scale of world energy consumpuon. 
Former Greenpeace president Patrick Moore is a 
cohvert, and is campaigning to support the use of 
nuclear powered electricity plants. "Nuclear energy is 
the only non-greenhouse gas emitting energy source 
that can effectively replace fossil fuels and satisfy glob-
al energy demands." Simply stated, there are two divid-
ed camps, those who recognize global warming as a 
catastrophe already in motion, and those who refuse 
to accept the evidence that global warming exists. 
Granted, many oppose the untidy problem of 
what to do with the radioactive waste, as the solutions 
are sparse. However, the arguments against nuclear 
energy are losing ground, including the popularized 
"snorkel to work theory." To put it in perspective, 
nuclear powered plants use about 10-15 lbs of urani-
um to generate 60,000 kw of electricity, while millions 
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of pounds of coal are needed to generate the same 
amount of electricity. 
The argument being considered is that the prob-
lem-waste of radioactive material can be stored and 
dealt with later, while if true, the effects of global 
warming are irreversible, and the switch from coal-
burning plants needs to happen immediately. 
There are claims of clean-coal technologies said to 
highly reduce emissions, and there is even a movement 
in Canada and the U.S, to continue the use of"coal-
burning plants to produce electricity. Unfortunately, 
the potentially clean-burning plants are years away 
from happening, and the reliance on coal is much larg-
er in the rest of -the world. 
China and India, who burn the majority of the 
world's coal each year, separately announced plans to 
build a series of nuclear reactors in a not-so-surprising 
attempt to move away from greenhouse gas emissions. 
While India expects to open four new reactors by 
2008, China is streamlining the production of ten 
reactors by the year 2020 in hopes to do11ble their 
energy reliance on nuclear power. Critics or not, the 
result is a coming shortage of enriched uranium (U-
235), as last year 170 million lbs. of uranium were 
used to produce electricity, while only 109 million lbs 
were mined. 
After the meltdown disasters of Chernobyl and 
Three Mile Island, many nations were reluctant to 
build new reactors, and when the Soviet Bloc crum-
bled, thousands of nuclear warheads were deactivated 
creating a surplus in uranium. But the surplus is com-
ing to an end, and the mining industry is now re-
investing itself in the search for uranium, mostly in 
Canada, and Australia. 
In fact, on October 9th, the Wall Street Journal 
featured a story on the price of uranium, charting the 
jump in price from $8/lb to $56/lb since the year 
2000. The largest uranium mining company in the 
world is the Canadian based Cameco Corporation, 
who's stock has followed the dramatic increase and 
their price of shares have moved from sub $10, to as 
high as $48. Rarely does a commodity rise so sharply 
without any media attention, especially in 2006, often 
referred to as the information age. In the wake of 
North Korea's nuclear warhead test, and Iran's nuclear 
enriched stare-down with the UN, the Chinese and 
Indian demands for uranium could conceivably duck 
the western media radar. 
China boasts what some consider a revolutionary 
technology, ~nd will feature it in their newest reactor 
in the Shandong province, which should be running 
by 2010. The technology, is a modular high-tempera-
ture, gas-cooled reactor, and according to the CEO of 
CHinergy, Frank Wu, "The generator will be the safest 
nuclear power plant ever designed and built." 
Here at home, BC Hydro has been accepting bids 
for the last three years to construct a new electricity 
plant in the province. The plan is to put 2,500 
gigawatt hours of energy into the northeastern sector, 
and the likely candidates to win the bid are coal-burn-
ing plants. This comes despite evidence that power 
produc~d from coal releases 9 billion tonnes of car-
bon dioxide into the atmosphere each year, directly 
contributing to global warming. Meanwhile in Ontario, 
Dalton McGuinty has committed 40 billion dollars ro· 
the building and maintenance of nuclear reactors. 
So. suouner is ovu. I can•t think of any reason to be glad 
that it"s goae exept that iO Chili Seuoa-yeah that"s right, 
Chili Seuoo. When the weather turns cool. then: ia nochins 
beuu to eat thaD a bowl o• ftd. Tbe pat thins about chili is 
that everyone hu dteir own n:dpe. Oae pal of miae hates 
spicy tOod yet be hu his own cY secipe, though its raly 
just Heiaz canned bans with tomato nac:c. Graated. if • 
Tcua ever tasecd what 111J &ieacl all chili, be"d pob&b1y 
ray frimli to ... with his..__ ....... belt buck-
le. Teuns an: very narraw-miadcd about cWL '!'bey believe 
~own it and doo't bdicft bani or ....,IC, latwe a J*t 
it. 
Chili aperts ba'R been uguia& for yean Oftf who c:reat-
chili. Ptople from America, Maico, lftd Spain CIICh 
&.IJi•re they bad a hand in it. ~ tbae an: aloe of dif-
• x~11 theories about who iovalted thili. it ii widely agreed 
it was invented in Texas in tbe-.iftetealch ~· One 
theory is that chuck wagon cooks who~ ttsvelled 
l8me trails in Teus would pJam. ~ aiObg'the route to 
••c:rttiiCIIllattt The spices stewCl ~Joc:al chilies and 
«clllle what is now known as chit' 
,'t,.r.~.~-..~tl!aeO!ry is in the Teus p sptc:nW quest to 
~l---pest food poasible.. ~ t!Qc>k ~chilies and 
lkJ:J-t:"WilkWaior beef until they bad something 
li.1110iiiM!r. 'lhat -makes the most sense is that it was 
-peaarAmdlaLD,'\Vu by cooks feeding 
W·lblc.~ I 'CIPn"t cue who 
invented it. AD I know is that there is nothing better to eat 
on a cold day, and the chili that I eat, I invented. 
I believe thae an: ao rules to making dWi and that's why 
""'JMJ should have their own recipe. You caa.put anytbins 
you like into it. I loft my ddli because I make it the way I 
like it. Chili c:ao be made out of anythial& I have made chili 
out of bison, 't'CI1isoa, poet. <'hidten. tulkey. rabbit, and ~ 
alligator. Then: an: a.ny recipes out then: that usc only veg-
etables. Chili has been a st3ple of vegetuiaa diets. A friend 
of mine eMS oaly l'R' vegetabla ad be hu his own chili 
mipe using oaly raw vegetables. ~ your own chili 
mipe is u easy u 6ading a n:dpe you lib and addiiJg or 
subtracting ~ u it suits your taste. 
After I perfecled my chili, I made the mistake of taking it 
to a clwnpionsllip cook-off. IIDd my chili recipe did not do 
well at the contat.- The people who judged the contest~ 
all about rules. I didn•t think it was possible. but they took 
the fun out of making chili. The contest was basicaUy a get 
together for an aduaive club. Tlw judges based their deci-
sions on a Nazi style Jist of unwritten rules that .only club 
mcmben an: privileged to. Some of the rules an: that meat 
has to be cut eucdy in quarter inch squares and any veg-
etable must disappear during coo~ The club memben 
win each contest because the judges recognize their chili. 
Participants like me an: allowed to enter solely to provide 
money to fund the event. The events are promoted u charity 
events encouaaging locals to enter. Chili not handed to the 
100 Jb. Pinto Beans 
48larg_e Onions, chopped 
4 C Jalapeno Chilies with juice 
judges is sold with p.roceecls going to ~ 
miad, l put 10 pounds of meat ioto rAy cbii ~ 
attend oae of thae events, yoa•n: able to ..,. Joa1 chili;. 
iia ualilrdy JOU'D he .we to....... a'rs c:hii-... 
OUI coetaiden iG 1he clab cdJ ... ~ dliJi fctr 
jr.Jdp. TIIUJs with c:hlb ~ Jfo.Dd out 
tham tnlftlu a poup Fins to coaflelll al Oftf North 
Amedca with cilfaalt membca wiaaio8 at ada coa1at. 
Dudag mr time at tile coaeat, 1 llmolt sot io1o a fight 
wida ao ofticW I bclieYecl wu •tlaliaa moaey &om loaJs 
aad my c:Wii nobd aecood IIA The cbili d!at c.- ia IMt 
wa made by employees of the hoed tU& wa hoatias the 
CftDI. They told m& th.t ~ dida"t malrc chili at home 
wae folced to CAter. I have came to the opinion that chili 
should he fun and -- by eva:yoae with say ingmlieot 
they like. Chili puritaos remind me of those guys who 
their heads and. war swastikas. I think it is almoat a duty 
free thinkers to creare their own c:bi& the VlllJ they ike it. 
creatiag your awn chili with ingredien11 you like, you an: 
helping chili become a fc?od for evayoac and eventually 
purists wiD be forced to OKJft into compOunds and um 
themselves to protect asiaiDe chili beliefa. 
Obj. forget about chili politics. The true laiOil to 
your own cbili recipe is that you c;an gift it a Cool name 
Nuclear Chili. Chemobyt Chili, ~>adman\ Qriti_ ~log\ 
Breath Chili. or Maft•s Ass Chili. 
40 lb meat (Ham. Sausage. Pork, Bacon-ends, 
Ground Beef, etc) 
d gadic. Saute wtth 
4 C Chili powder 
Salt to taste 
Soak beans overnight, then rruse ta a boil on 
high heat. 
Add all ingredients and simmer until tender 
(about 6 hours). 
Add water as necessary. Stir occasionally. 
Makes 60 gallons. 
Serves 1200 approximately. 
delicious and very hot chili Very 
taste, wtthout any useles vegetables. 
-- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ARTS&ENTERTAINMENT 
Stuff I've Been · Listening To 
Luke Simcoe, OP Contributor 
SLOAN NEVER HEAR THE END OF IT Downloaded: 
Sloan - Never Hear the End of It 
Beck- The Information 
These Arms Are Snakes - Easter 
listened To: 
Tapes n' Tapes - The Loon 
Sloan- Never Hear the End of It 
Never Hear the End of It, a phrase that now characterizes Sloan's 
aging career, is a testament to why bands should break up before 
they fade away. If Sloan had disbanded after the release of Nai!J 
Blues, they'd be forever enshrined as one of the best pop-rock 
bands (I say one of the best lest we forget Doug & the Slugs) to 
grace our country's soil. Instead they chose to tarnish their repu-
tation with a string of unfocused and formulaic album_s culmi-
nating in the hour-plus, 30 track (!!!) barrage that is f!ever the 
Hear the End of It. I for one would be far more interested to see 
what any of the four once-great songwriters of Sloan (particu-
larly the always more 'experimental Andrew Scott) could do if 
they dropped their baggage and embraced the freedom of a solo 
career or side project. 
Beck - The Information 
An open letter to Mr. Beck Hansen: 
I was disappointed when Wayne Coyne told Rolling Stone that he 
thought you were more of a "diva" than a freak. I tend to 
believe things that Mr. Coyne says; he doesn't seem like the kind 
of guy who would be hyperbolic or dishonest. Add that to your 
yawn-inducing appearance at Sasquatch, and you're in my !;>ad 
books as of late. After a cursory listen, it doesn't look like The 
Information is going to change that. You break absolutely no new 
ground on this record, and despite the relatively slick production 
of one Mr. Nigel Godrich, the whole business is as lazy as your 
aforementioned live performru1ce. I get that The Information is 
supposed to be a rnore sullen outing than Cuero, but does that 
really mean that it has to sound like you strolled into the studio 
one day, fired off a ~ew downtrodden verses on the first take, 
added a ratchet sample to ''We Dance Alone," and then bailed to 
hang out with Kirstie Alley and the rest of the Scientologists at 
the Celebrity Centre? For shame, Mr. Hansen. You were sup-
posed to be my generation's 'post-modern Bob Dylan.' What 
Song of the Week: 
''And It Rained All Night'' by Thorn Yorke. 
Pat Mackenzie, OP Contributor 
Now that the rain is falling ;nd Halloween is fast approacbing, i.t might be time to locate music 
that captures the impending mood change that darkness forces upon some of us. Lyrically, 
'~d it Rained All Night" from The Eraser by Thorn Yorke, is full of dark imagery. "50 feet of 
concrete underground" and the ticking of time bombs set off associations suggesting mechan-
ical indifference. Indeed, weighted images invoking the thudding regularity of industry perme-
ate '~d It Rained All Night." At the same time, the repetitive, beat-driven music echoes the 
alliteration strung throughout the words: "The click click clack of the heavy black trains ... the 
tick tock tick of a ticking time-bomb." Combined with Yorke's cryptic lyrics, the music serves 
as a creepy tour-guide of sorts for some k.illd of jaunt through the catacombs of your mind. 
The only stringed instrument in '~d It Rained All Night," a bass guitar, 'Scales underneath 
a vibrating horror film soundtrack, while electronic noise hovers around the song like a moth 
attracted to a spitting flame. likewise, The Eraser is mostly void of stringed instruments. 
Guitars make an appearance on a few tracks but mostly the music is dominated by electronic 
experimentation. 
~appened? 
P.S. Is Beck really your real name? 
These Arms are Snakes- Easter 
This album was hard for me to get through. First of all, it suf-
fers from an awful track ordering. "Mescaline Eyes," the album 
opener, is a stupid affair that has vocalist Steve Snere shouting in 
his ill?ited vocal range over a minimalist, choppy bass line. It 
does' nothing to draw me into the album. Secondly, a lot of 
songs sound like heavily watered-down versions of tracks from 
TAS' ass-kicking post-hardcore LP Oxeneers or the Lion Sleeps 
When Its Antelope Go Home. I mean it, some of the tracks sound 
almost the same. The intro to "Horse Girl" sounds exactly like 
the intro to '~gela's Secret," and "Child Chicken Play" sounds 
like a dull interpretation of "Your Pearly White.'' I think TAS 
needs to remember that most of their members came from Kill 
Sadie, a band that entitled its debut LP Experiments in Expectation. 
There's no experimentation on Easter, and consequently my 
expectations were not met. 
Tapes n' Tapes - The Lo9n 
Last week, I railed on ... And You Will Know Us by the Trail of 
Dead for sounding like just another indie band from Montreal, 
but I'm about praise Tapes n' Tapes for the same thing. You see, 
whereas the move towards a more normative sound was a si:ep 
backwards for Trail of Dead, it's a step forWard for Tapes n' 
Tapes. Some bands do 'derivative' better than others, and Tapes 
n' Tapes is one such band. A lot of people would have you 
believe that Wolf Parade is another such outfit, and it's to them 
that Tapes n' Tapes bears the strongest resemblance. And uh ... 
yeah ... that's my review. I had planned on saying more, but the 
whole Wolf Parade comparison pretty much summed it up. Oh, 
now I remember ... the band scores extra points for this parody 
video they posted on their ~ebsite (www.tapesntapes.com) that 
shows their manager sending hired goons after P4K's Ryan 
Schreiber in order to get the band a better rating. Check it out. 
Lttke Simcoe is the Depury Chairman of the Young Liberals for Change 
advocary group, and has jttst published a journal of his, 2005 European 
vini!Jard tour, entitled Big Grapes, Big Taste: Hunting Western 
Europe for the Best Taste and Glass. 
White noise, like the mechanical vibrations murmuring through thin walls, seelns to operate 
as a subtext to the music on The Eraser. As an auditory motif what could that mean? On one 
level it seems to suggest mechanical indifference; perhaps more tragic, on another, it seems to 
imply human indifference or selfishness. In the title track Yorke asks "are you only being nice 
because you want something?" Also, a similar dissatisfaction is voiced in '~d It Rained All 
Night" with the repeated lines, "I can see you/But I can never reach you." The real horror 
here, it seems, is not so much contained in the noise of industry or implied threat, it is in exist-
ing in a culture that forces some culturally prescribed notion of individuality - and as a neces-
sary consequence, isolation. In this sense, the predominance of background noise in '~d It 
What we are left with is the slouch of trains and the ticking of clocks emanating from an 
unknowable world. 
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But perhaps all is not los~. Amongst the relentle~s darkness permeating the song, the pun-
ishing thrust of bass and electronic buzzing, Yorke asks, "So how come it looks so beautiful?" 
Even though the rain carries an implied threat what with being "the size of your hands and 
face," of all the imagery in '~d It Rained All Night," the rain seems to exist apart from the 
man-made landscape described by the words. Despite the mec~anical regularity of the world 
portrayed in the song, there is still something natural operating outside men's control. 
I wish they 
would call me 
Richard. 
D~gs,D~gs,D~gs 
, . 
Stephanie Smith, OP Sports Editor 
World Anti-Doping Agency head Dick Pound has turned his 
attention away from the NHL and has now turned to the 
CFL, criticising the league on Wednesday for failing to test for 
performance enhancing drugs. 
"It's just inconceivable that a professional football league 
in our day and age actually takes the view that there's no prob-
lem in the sport, and therefore, doesn't even bother to test to 
confirm that hypothesis," Pound said from London in an 
interview on CBC's The National. 
Pound even joked that the CFL was "where you spend 
your jail time," referring to Toronto Argonauts running back 
Ricky Williams, who is currently playing in the CFL while 
serving a year-long .drug suspension from the NFL. The CFL, 
unlike the NFL, has never tested its players for drugs. 
CFL commissioner Tom Wright was quick to defend the 
league, saying that while Pound is entitled to his opinion, some 
of his comments were inaccurate and lacked a true under-
standing of the facts. ''The Canadian Football League and 
Players Association (CFLPA) have co~tted to work jointly 
to develop a meaningful and responsible anti-doping policy," 
W,right saia in a statement. "We are in the process of evaluat-
ing the policies of other leagues while also considering pro-
posals from outside third parties such as the Canadian Centre 
for Ethics in sports to help us develop our program." 
"Any policy implemented would include educational and 
awareness programs, drug testing and results management. 
The policy would also include a commitment to ongoing treat-
ment and rehabilitation if required." 
Pound's anti-doping crusade has raised a few eyebrows 
across the sports world. He scolded the NHL last season for 
failing to impose more strict testing procedures. Pound has 
also recently suggested that China needs to increase testing on 
its own athletes ahead of the 2008 Summer Games in Beijing. 
CanuCks Corner 
Stephanie Smith, OP Sports Editor 
The Vancouver Canucks are off to a little bit of a shaky start. 
Fans are in the midst of panic and news broadcasters are 
claiming that they lack depth, lack goaltending, and lack confi-
dence. And while it might look that way on the surface, there 
is always the opportunity to look deeper. 
First, let's look at the goaltending situation. Always a con-
tentious point, especially in Vancouver, we have the great 
Roberto Luongo. And while many have said that Luongo 
looks almost uncomfortable and is not in top-form in net, this 
is hardly the case. Think of it this way; almost every goal he 
has let in thus far has not come off the first shot. They have 
all been deflections, bad bounces, rebounds. The goals will 
come, more often than not, on the fourth or fifth shot. 
Luongo has a respectable 2.32 goals against average and a 
.920 save percentage. He's let in 14 goals on 174 shots. It's not 
really as bad as everyone says. 
In regards to lack of depth, I think that it's a little early to 
tell on that. The first line of :Daniel and Henrik Sedin and 
Markus Naslund sounds impressive, and yes-its working fine. 
However as a friend of mine said, it's a little like putting all 
your eggi; in ol).e basket. Spread the talent apart. Maybe put 
Markus Naslund on the top line, and the Sedins on the sec-
opsp ort s@gma il. co m 
ond. Try different wingers with the Sedins. Work it out that 
way, because when you have too much talent all on one line 
you will not get scoring on the other three, which is some-
thing the Canucks will desperately need; unless the goal this 
season is to become the Calgary Flames. I hope not, because 
Flames hockey is boring hockey. 
As for the insinuation that the Canucks lack confidence 
thus, well maybe they do, but it's no more than any other team 
in the new NHL. The cap prevents any team from having too 
many star players, and as such you have to make due with 
what you have. There are a good number of young skilled 
players on the Canucks, and I think that it is only a matter of 
trial and error. They will find their confidence the more they 
play. Ryan Kesler for example, is someone who has huge 
expectations. With a new 1.9 million dollar salary, many peo-
ple have stated that if he doesn't live up to expectations he 
may as well pack up and leave. That's a lot of pressure for a 
young guy. But. he's been looking sharp in the last few games, 
so perhaps -the confidence issues will fly right out the window. 
The Vancouver Canucks are not off to a great start; that 
much is true. However only time will tell if they succeed 
despite the obstacles or if they crumble under the pressure. 
Tough 
Weekend in 
Kamloops 
Douglas College Athletics 
United Rugby's 1st division women played away at Kamloops 
this past weekend and suffered a disappointing 53-0 loss. 
Despite strong scrumming and a hard effort, United was 
held scoreless through 80 minutes of play. 
The women's premiere division also faced a loss against 
Capitano on Saturday, with centre Tanya Leigh scoring the 
only try for United. Candace Barry added 2 points with the 
convert. The final score was 27-17. 
The Men's 2nd and 1st division teams also traveled to 
Kamloops and the 2nd's won 29-14 in a good team effort 
over what looked to be a good young Kamloops squad. 
United try scorers were Nigel Koit with a pair, Rory Fralick, 
Grant Miller, and Steve Pulford. Ken Prosser added 2 con-
verts. Players of the match were forward Grant Miller and 
Mike Horntvedt for the backs. 
The 1st divisi~n battled through line-up changes due to 
injury etc., and turned an 8-5 deficit at halftime into a 29-15 
second half lead. Unfortunately they had to settle for a 29-
29 tie in the end as Kamloops fought back in the last few 
minutes of the game. Try scorers for United was "man of 
the match" winger Brock Trimble with 2, Brian Myckatyn, 
Chris Fuller, and a rarely seen penalty try that was awarded 
after hard work from Chris Turpin and Trevor Felts. Felts 
was also awarded the "man of the match" for the forward 
pack. 
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Young Royals Squad 
Expected to Surprise Many 
Douglas College Athletics 
The Douglas College Royals' Women's Volleyball program is 
expected to raise a few eyebrows and surprise many of the 
top teams in their 2006-2007 campaign. After a successful 
2005-2006 season, Head Coach Ryan Vijandre has added sev-
eral new faces to replenish the six graduating seniors of last 
year. 
This year's freshman class starts with Pinetree Secondary 
graduate Courtney Aqn of Coquitlam, BC. Ann was integral 
part of her team's Silver medal finish at the AAA Provincial 
Championships. 
Also joining the Royals is Team BC's, Brooke Hannela. 
Hannela was the Libero for Team BC and will be the back-
bone of the Royals' serve receive and defence. Gleneagle's 
graduate Sydney Moore will also strengthen the backcourt and 
provide dynamic shots m the front row. In the middle, the 
Royals will rely on North Surrey's Nicole Schmidt and 
Pinetree Secondary graduate Kristen Robb who will fill in the 
middle blocker position. 
Defensive and serving specialists Caitlin Barnes from 
Centennial Secondary and St. Thomas Aquinas's graduate 
Bianca Cronin will increase the intensity in practice and in 
competition. One advantage that the freshmen class will have 
is cohesion. Six of the players are products of the BC Club 
program the Coquitlam Ducks and have experience playing 
together during their years with the Ducks. 
Retutning for the Royals will be power hitter Lauren 
Johnston, and rightside Kristin Knapp, who will be called 
upon to utilize their experience to lead this young team to 
another successful season. Along with Johnston and Knapp, 
sophomores Jayme Greig, Allison Wipf and Aleks Arnaut, 
will act as role models for the first year players. 
The Royals have a had a great preseason as they finished 
second in the Grant MacEwan Thanksgiving Tournament 
defeating Alberta powerhouse Grant MacEwan in semi-fina).s 
in an exciting five game match. In the final gold medal match, 
the Royals were defeated by the Grant MacEwan Alumni 
team in another exciting five games. 
The Royals will wrap up their pre-season schedule with 
scrimmages against UCFV and SFU as well as competing in 
the CBC tournament in Abbotsford. The Royals' Home 
Opener is on November 4th as they face the Okanagan 
Lakers at the New West campus. 
Douglas Sports Comer 
Calendar of Upcoming Games 
Men's BaalGctbaD: 
Away game vs. Kwantlen Eaglts. GliDe takes place in Coquidam Friday Oct 20- 8:00Jm 
Away games;~ Tournament Games t3ke place in V.ICI'OJ:is Friday Oct Zl- 8:15pm and 
Saturday Oct 28 -I 1:45am. 
Wcmeo's BasiGetball: 
Away game va Kwmdcn Eagles. Game takes PJac.e in Sun:ey Friday Oct 20-6.00pn. 
Home game va Whatoom Orals. Game talces place in New Weamiom Friday Nov. 3-
6:00pm. 
Men's Soooer: 
Future Stars!!W---..Jr. 
Royals Shine 
Awzj va Okaoagm I.Akers. Game 111111$ pllce in KrJowna Salulday ott 21 -3:00pm. 
Away game va TRU Wolfpd <.;.,..~place in~ Sunday Oct 22- 2:00pm. 
.......Soooer: 
/WIIJJfflllle vs. Olamagao I.Akers. Game takes place in Kclowna Samtday Oct 21- 1:00pm. 
Awaypae va TRU ~Game takes place inKamloops Sunday Oct 22 -12{X)pm. 
Douglas College Athletics 
This past weekend, the boys and girls of the Jr. Royals 
Basketball program took to the floor during the half-time 
break of the Men's basketball game to participate in the 3rd 
Annual Futute Stars Game. 
Every Sunday morning, local kids from the New 
Westminster and Burnaby communities practice their basket-
ball skills with coaches and players from the Douglas College 
basketball programs. Leading this year's program was Royals' 
newcomer, Donald Lindo and the new Head Coach of the 
women's program, Katie 'Coach K' MacLeod. 
"It was lots of fun,'' said MacLeod after the halftime kids 
game. "It was a great opportunity for the kids to show what 
they have learned in the past five weeks and also to see their 
Sunday morning coaches in action." 
Unfortunately, due to injury, Donald Lindo was unable 
play, but he was able to provide the Royals with the support 
they needed from the bench. "I'm still nursing an injury, but I 
need to be with my team,'' said Lindo. 
Thanks in part to the. men's basketball coaching staff; the 
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Jr. Royals were involved through-
out the whole game and even took 
part in starting introductions. 
"Wow. That's was awesome,'' 
said Greg, a Jr. Royal player, after 
high fiving Royals Forward, 
Andrew Stutgeon. "He's my 
favourite player ... he dunked over 
me at Summer Camp." 
After the half time show, 
Assistant Coach Lee Borschowa 
asked the Jr. Royals to give the 
'Big' Royals some support. "I 
want to hear you screaming 
'Defence' in the crowd,'' said 
Borschowa. The Jr. Royals will fin-
ish their six week session this 
Sunday at the New Westminster 
gymnasium. 
Meats VOie)W: 
Toumamc:ot. 'Runammt takes place in New \Veh11••n!SIH FridaY Oct 20 and Saturday Oct 21. 
Away game va UBC. Game takes place in Vall(X)UVl't 1\Jesday Oct 24- 4:00pm-7:00pm. 
Home game va AUnoi. Game talces P'iflee in New V«:o1miaAu Friday Oct '1:1-8:00Jm 
W...'IVoleyhll: 
SFtJ Saimmage. Home ti.ka place at SFU in .Bumaby Thesday Oct 24- 5-.30pm. . 
CBC ~ 'Ibnn""""lt, Games talae placein.Abbolsfutd Friday Oct Z7 and~ Oct 
28. 
c... Coanaty: 
Meetvs. \latrm ~ ~Meettakesflaaein!Jelqdwu, WACil~Oct. 7. 
Meet vs. Skagit Valeylmiadieood. Meet111111!i placeinMt. Vemoo. WAoo ~Oct. 21. 
Looking for a fun and 
upbeat place to show off your 
The 0 P is looking 
for an accounting 
student or someone with 
accounting experience. 
ACCOUNTING skills? 
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WTFiction 
My fellow Americans, 
I have some grievous news for you, from here at the Really, Really 
White House compound in the far, far north. Today, evidence was 
obtained by American Special Forces, that the ice walls of the Really, 
Really White House were melting far faster than is normal and were mak-
ing the place dangerous to inhabit Of course, we all know the cause of 
this excessive damage to your president's fall compound here in th~ far, far 
north. 
Terrorism, my fellow Americans, terrorism is the cause. 
Using industrial strength hot-air blowers, the terrorists have been 
. secredy melting the walls of the Really, Really White House in the hours 
when we were asleep. The terrorists were hoping to bring down the ice 
roof upon the head of your president, his loving family and his loyal staff. 
But the terrorists failed, my fellow Americans, they failed! We have to 
thank God that no one was injured by the terrorists, who sadly have 
caused a lot of damage in the rest of the compouno. The terrorists shrank 
the ice-floe housing the skidoo shed by so much, that the whole thing 
overturned and. plunged to the bottom of the Arctic Ocean. The terrorists 
have melted the igloo containing the dog-sleds and skis, the terrorists have 
destroyed the Presidential dog-house, the terrorists have weakened the ice 
holes where your president went fishing, the terrorists have ensured the 
polar bears are running short of food, and the terrorists have caused the 
hot-water swimming pool to overflow. 
We have evidence of the evildoers who performed these acts of terror. 
A member of the Really, Really White House staff saw a tall fnan, with a 
large black beard, flecked with grey, moving away from the area. The evil- . 
doer was wearing a white bed sheet and white turban, evidence, if any 
were needed, of the evildoer's intentions to blend in with his surroundings 
and remain undetected. The evildoer was carrying what looked like a large 
hair dryer and a pack of eight batteries. This evildoer will not escape the 
clutches of America's fmest troops. Every snow cave will be searched, 
every igloo inspected to ensure the evildoer's capture. 
Rest assured, the terrorists responsible for this melting of the ice will 
be found, there is no place for them to hide and no matter which 'White 
House' the terrorists live in, they will not escape justice. 
God Bless America 
GWB 
and cooking ... and bartending ... 
Discover exciting food & beverage jobs online: 
o-staffingco '-staffingco.com 
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is 
STUDENT 
NI.GHT! 
1/2 price appies 
4-SPM 
$5.50 DOUBLE 
highballs 
$12.75 pitchers 
of CANADIAN! 
party with 
DJ Tommy 
the 
STX}J STX WJTJ-{ 'D1{. STX 
Dr. Steven Sex & Dr. Marilyn Fairchild 
is subduction, not seduction, in Geology and that you must separate the fac-
tual terms of the class from what is turning you on in your fantasies. 
Dr. Sex: ... and the teacher should be giving INSTRUCTION, not EREC-
TION! Well, I at least hope that the teacher is hot, and that she has great 
mineral cleavage! 
Every n•eek the OPs resident sex e>.perts and happi!J di1•orced couple ans111er your questions. If you 1vant to 
l•aue a q11esh'on an.r111ered l?J o11r sexperts, send an email to dr:ster,erz.sex@gmaiLcom. You can keep your 
name corifidential in fact, for legal reasons, JIJe'd prefer it that Jl!f!J. 
Dr. F: MOTS, the next time your molten manhood decides to rear its ugly 
head in class, I would advise attempting to think about the less sexual sound-
ing terms in Geology, like 'dip joint', 'bar-finger sand', and 'blowout'. 
Dr. S: Less sexual terms?! You probably caused an earthquake around his 
'dip-joint' while reading that! Dear Dr. Sex: I am a first-year Douglas College student who has recendy 
come up against some rock hard times. You see, I have just started Geology 
study in school, and I find the subject matter and the teacher's soft yet allur-
ing way of explaining the terms is turning the otherwise dormant member in 
my pants into an active volcano during class. There is only so long that I can 
hide this problem before I deposit a bed load under my desk! Any advice on 
how to stop me from hitting rock bottom? 
Dr. F: What do you mean by that?! Listen, bar-finger sand is 'an elongated . 
lens of sand deposited during the growth of a split-river in a delta. The bar 
at the distributary mouth is the growing segment of the bar finger.' 
Dr. S: Exacdy. 
Moh's-hardness Off The Scale 
Dr. Sex: So, getting your rocks off at school, are you MOTS? This does 
sound like a unique problem, yet I can't blame you for wanting to us.e some 
warm, viscous lava as a lubricant ... although I wouldn't recommend it. 
Dr. F: Okay, well terms aside, if you can't get these stones out of your head, 
is there a way you can get an inter-course transfer? 
Dr. Fairchild: Well I guess the first thing you must remember is that the term 
Dr. S: Jeez! This is becoming gee-pornographic! We better end this now 
before it goes off the end of the 'butte'! Until next week, keep dome dry, 
and your letters coming! 
Classifieds 
Students advertise for freer 
For free student classifieds up to 30 
words, email: 
lukesimcoe@yahoo.ca with your 
name, student number1 and desired 
section, and put "classtfied" in the 
subject line. 
Fast Cash Ads: 3lines, 3 rimes 
for $15 (30 words max). Open rate 
of $5 per line. Enquiries: call our 
advertising manager at 
lukesimcoe@yahoo.ca. 
Pictures 
Classified pictures are $10 each 
printing. The picture size is 3.5cm x 
2.5cm, black and white. 
When placing an ad please remem-
ber ... 
All ads must be received by 
Thursday to be published in the 
following Wednesday's paper. 
Check your ad for errors and please 
call or email our offices to report 
any corrections. To ensure the 
integrity of our student newspaper, 
we reserve the right to revise, 
reclassify, edit, or refuse your ad. 
For Sale 
Two 128MB Memory Modules 
184PIN DDR PC2100 DIMM 
With original packages. 
A Steal at $45! E-Mail me at 
email@scottelliott.com. 
1980 Honda CB650 
parts, $5 and up. Email 
redcoat1812@hotmail.com. 
Accessories Pack for any c!'!llular phone for $40. 
Package includes battery, screen protector, desk-
top charger, car charger, and leather case. Items 
retail for $60 if purchased seperately! Brand 
New. If interested, please call Andre at 
778.883.6805. 
Herbal products to improve your health. 
Choose an alternative to conventional medicine. 
Safe and easy to use. Contact Alex at 
natural_cures@hotmail.com or 604.589.8728. 
HP 722C printer, new colour ink cartridge $75. 
Epson colour 800 printer, 2 new black ink car-
tridges $60. 
Can see both operating. 778 - 885 - 5476 
Submit Classifeds to classifieds at editor.otherpress@grnail.com 
Services 
Tutor/Proofreader (Ph.D) $25/hour for essays, 
thesis, etc. 604.837.1016 
or editor888@hotmail.com. 
Professional tutor, writing coach, and editor can 
help with English 130, 106, 112, and 109; also 
Business Communications,' reports, letters, and 
resumes. Quality guaranteed. The Writer's 
Touch, www.writerstouch.net 604.437.6069. 
Vancouver Support group for stutterers. Every 
alternate Friday, 7-9pm. Room 4310, New West 
campus. For more info, contact Mary Rose 
Labandelo: 604.526.1735. 
Wanted 
OPTions for Sexual Health (formerly Planned 
Parenthood) is looking for volunteers to assist 
on the Facts of life Line, a toll-free, confiden-
tial, sexual health information and referral 
resource line. Call 604.731.4552 ext. 224, or 
visit www.optionsforsexualhealth.com. 
AVID HALO 2 PLAYER Need to have Halo2 
game and XBOX Live. Please contact by email. 
Jamie Campbell Jamie 
Campbell12345@hotmail.com. 
WATER POW Players Wanted 
Students interested in participating 
in Intrllmural/Varsity Douglas Water Polo 
call: (604)777-6029(ext.# 3) or 
email:sessionpolo@yahoo.ca 
for more information. 
FEMALE SINGER/DEATH VOCALIST 
looking for musicians, (guitar, percussion, violin, etc) 
to jam with. Must enjoy GOOD metal, 
(black/ death/ epic) .. .females 
and males welcome. 
Please email hatred_is_in@hotmail.com 
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